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Susy Pilgrim Waters and Keith Waters are partners in PilgrimWaters. Together they established - PilgrimWaters the company - in 2012 and today 
they design and manufacture their own unique collection of practical and beautiful products.

Susy’s passion for textiles and surface design result in of one-of-a-kind apparel.  Woven cashmere and merino wool scarves and throws are 
exquisitely handmade and printed with Susy’s unique surface designs. More recently, cotton and silk woven in India are beautifully handprinted 
and then stitched into dresses and scarves as well as large heirloom quality throws. Keith’s 3D experience informs a functional, practical, small 
batch handcrafted end tables and trays that are carefully made by hand and printed in his workshop in Boston MA. 

Born and raised in Great Britain and now based in Boston USA, Keith and Susy’s range of home and apparel products draw on their professional 
backgrounds. Susy is an award-winning illustrator and Keith pioneered software in computer graphics. Their experience informs a modern, hand-
crafted aesthetic with expert fabrication in the USA as well as overseas by their selected artisans in Nepal and India.



Susy and Keith are design and makers and together we have created a home lifestyle company with our own modern textiles and small furniture pieces.  We care about 
functional design and exclusively use Susy’s artwork - which originates from years of commercial illustration and design experience - to create heirloom quality pieces.

 We work closely with artisans in Nepal and India for small scale textile manufacturing with our authentic designs.  In addition, we also hand-craft small batches of 
modern designer trays and stands which are milled from maple and baltic plywood and then silk screened in our workshop in Boston MA.

For wholesale pricing and details please contact us directly at sales@pilgrimwaters.com



Until is a rhythmic jazzy design inspired by a leafy unknown 
plant in my garden which had long thorns on the stems 
and beautifully spaced rounded foliage. Melodic leaves 
and blooms on heavenly soft luxurious cashmere blended 
with merino.

These limited run seasonless scarves are perfect for cool 
summer evenings adding warmth and stylish layer for 
your neck and shoulders, either over or under a coat in 
the cooler months.  Our scarves are ideal for summertime 
weddings.

Individually handwoven and hand silk screened in 
Kathmandu Nepal our scarves are wonderfully soft and 
warm to the touch. The fine weave allows the color to 
show through both sides. A cloud against your skin. Our 
scarves are 60% cashmere and 40% merino wool carefully 
blended to be wonderfully soft to the touch.

Dimensions  80 in L  x  28 in W  (200 cm x 70 cm)
Materials  60% cashmere and 40% merino or 100% merino

Each collection will have its own character and unique 
characteristics.  We suggested care is dry clean only.

Large Wool Scarves



Nimbus

PW-207 CM
PW-307 M

Willow

PW-202 CM
PW-302 M

Cornflower

PW-201 CM
PW-301 M

Cirrus

PW-205 CM
PW-305 M

Peat

PW-204 CM
PW-304 M

Echo escape

PW-1001 CM

Poppy
PW-308 M

Nero
PW-309 M



Large Wool Scarves

Boulder is a respectful nod to esteemed British artist 
Barbra Hepworth, a love for well worn river pebbles and 
rocks. A personal passion for color play on a divine large 
functional scale. These are soft luxurious scarves. They are 
season-less wraps perfect for cool summer evenings 
adding warmth and stylish layer for your neck and shoul-
ders, either over or under a coat in the cooler months.

Individually handwoven and hand silk screened in 
Kathmandu Nepal, these scarves are wonderfully soft and 
warm to the touch. The fine weave allows the color to 
show through both sides a cloud against your skin.

Dimensions  80 in L  x  28 in W  (200 cm x 70 cm)
Materials  60% cashmere and 40% merino or 100% merino

Each collection will have its own character and unique 
characteristics.  We suggested care is dry clean only.



Cloud
PW-401 CM
PW-501 M

Moss
PW-404 CM
PW-504 M

Blush
PW-403 CM
PW-503 M

Slate
PW-402 CM
PW-502 M

Deep
PW-405 CM
PW-505 M



Large Wool Scarves

Perfect for cool summer evenings adding warmth and a 
stylish layer for your neck and shoulders either over or 
under a coat in the cooler months.  Abundant voluptuous 
blooms on heavenly 100% merino wool.  Bloom means 
you will always have flowers in your daily life - charming, 
vivacious, slightly cheeky, whimsical and classy.

Individually handwoven and hand silk screened in 
Kathmandu Nepal our scarfs are wonderfully soft and 
warm to the touch.  The fine weave allows the color to 
show through both sides a cloud against your skin.

Dimensions  80 in L  x  28 in W  (200 cm x 70 cm)
Materials  60% cashmere and 40% merino or 100% merino

Each collection will have its own character and unique 
characteristics.  We suggested care is dry clean only.



Mist

PW-601 CM
PW-701 M

Rose

PW-603 CM
PW-703 M

Dill

PW-602 CM
PW-702 M

Midnight

PW-605 CM
PW-705 M

Shale

PW-606 CM
PW-706 M



Smal l  Wool Scarves

Our chic mars scarf range are a tad smaller than our pre-
vious series. The designs have a lithographic hand drawn 
quality with an unsymmetrical pattern we cheerful name 
after our favorite planets and moons. The collection is 
aptly named cosmos and mars.

Mars has a natural playful grid, with a lithographic line and 
a sense of randomness. Mars has a long brush line that 
divides the space into a positive and negative landscape. 
Very musical.

Individually silk-screened in Kathmandu Nepal, our scarves 
are woven in two variations a 100% merino version and a 
60% cashmere 40% merino blend.  Both variations allow 
the design to show though both sides.

Dimensions  66 in L  x  22 in W  (168 cm x 60 cm)
Materials  60% cashmere and 40% merino or 100% merino

Each collection will have its own character and unique 
characteristics.  We suggested care is dry clean only.



Late
PW-902 M

Early
PW-901 M

Dusk

PW-806 CM
PW-906 M

Dawn

PW-804 CM
PW-904 M

Gale
PW-905 M



100% Cashmere

Field scarf inspired by a ballon ride above the patchwork 
of English fields.  A natural marled dove grey, woven with 
storm grey and mustard.  Exquisely silk screen printed with 
our stone wall design.

These are limited edition small batch Individually 
handwoven and hand silk screened in Kathmandu 
Nepal, these scarves are extraordinary.



Field

PW-1002

Dimensions  66 in L  x  22 in W  (200 cm x 70 cm)
Materials  100% cashmere
Woven and printed with four sided fringe

XO
PW-1003

Dimensions  80 in L  x  40 in W  (200 cm x 100 cm)
Materials  100% cashmere
Woven and printed



Cotton/Silk Large 
scarves

A carefully selected cotton/silk blend for weight and feel our 
scarves are constructed in a variety of sizes. Each scarf is 
individually hand silk screened in India.

Details 70% cotton 30% silk.  A blend of natural fibers with an 
urban silk sheen.  As each fabric is hand printed by artisans with 
their own unique characteristics and print anomalies.  
Recommended gentle wash and air dry. 

Dimensions  85 in L  x  35 in W  (215 cm x 88 cm)
Materials  60% cashmere and 40% merino or 100% merino



Archie Sari
PW-956

Sari short edge
PW-856

Archie Trade
PW-955

Sari short edge
PW-855

Scout Petal
PW-957

Sari short edge
PW-957

Scout Inky
PW-958

Sari short edge
PW-857

Archie Raven
PW-954

Sari short edge
PW-854



Cotton/Silk midi 
scarves

A carefully selected cotton/silk blend for weight and feel our 
scarves are constructed in a variety of sizes. Each scarf is 
individually hand silk screened in India.

Details 70% cotton 30% silk. A blend of natural fibers with an 
urban silk sheen.  As each fabric is hand printed by artisans with 
their own unique characteristics and print anomalies.  Recom-
mended gentle wash and air dry. 

Dimensions  21 in L  x  85 in W  (53 cm x 215 cm)
Material  70% cotton 30% silk



PW-915 Raven indigoPW-916 Storm check

PW-917 Cups indigoPW-918 Cups mustard

PW-919 Sari curry

PW-920 Scout azure

PW-921 Archie fuschia

PW-922 Archie pigeon



Cotton/Silk Mini
scarves

21 in x 21 in  Sari edges



PW-931 Dash Fuschia

PW-911 Domino SkyPW-910 Domino Ginger

PW-930 Scout Fuschia

PW-932 Raven Gingham

PW-933 Domino Azure



52 in x 52 in with sari edge

A carefully selected cotton/silk 
blend for weight and feel our 
scarves are constructed in a 
variety of sizes. Each scarf is 
individually hand silk screened 
in India.

Details 70% cotton 30% silk. A 
blend of natural fibers with an 
urban silk sheen.  As each fabric 
is hand printed by artisans with 
their own unique characteristics 
and print anomalies.  

Recommended gentle wash air 
dry. 

Cotton/Silk large square scarves



PW-800 Cups indigo

PW-801 Cups curry

PW-802 Archie fuschia

PW-803 Domino indigo



Cotton/Silk dresses

Our limited edition dresses are in essence the simplest of 
shapes. The luxury fabric is hand printed with our large 
scale designs just like our scarves.  The perfect dress. It can 
be worn with leggings, denim, a lively skirts, bare legged, 
with linen pants or wooly tights - endless possibilities.  
Available with 3/4 sleeves or none at all.  Either way, the 
modest drape flatters and the soft fabric nestles.

Guess what? Checkout our beautiful custom chemise for 
wearing underneath!

Details 70% cotton 30% silk, 55 grams in a plain weave. A 
blend of natural fibers with an urban silk sheen.  As each 
fabric is hand printed by artisans with their own unique 
characteristics and print anomalies.  Recommended gentle 
wash and air dry. 



Dash with sleeves

PW-115

Scout with sleeves

PW-113

Raven with sleeves

PW-105

Trade with sleeves

PW-101



C ropTops

We suggest you make yours all your own style. Wear with 
panache. Timeless, ageless, about style not fashion: wear 
it alone, over a cami, over a slip, dress or linen tunic, fav 
t-shirt ~ try it both ways front and back, with jeans or best 
trews.

NO rules. It is UP to you!! Handmade and hand screen 
printed.

There will be variations in where the pattern falls. Two 
pieces in one - a deep V in the back or front! size 1 has A & B 
variations. Size 2 is as shown.

Details 70% cotton 30% silk, 55 grams in a plain weave.  
A blend of natural fibers with an urban silk sheen.  As each 
fabric is hand printed by artisans with their own unique 
characteristics and print anomalies.  Recommended 
hand wash and air dry.  



Dash

PW-130A 
Raven

PW-133





For wholesale product pricing please contact us directly: sales@pilgrimwaters.com


